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Own A Business?

What Were They Thinking?

Achieving & Planning For Financial Freedom
Should Include This Key Attribute – Flexibility
Author: Jeff Cismoski, Founding Partner, Xartis Group

Elon Musk recently put in a bid to buy Twitter for $43 billion. This
has made numerous headlines for myriad reasons, not the least of
which is the sheer magnitude for one person (seemingly) to make
such a huge purchase. Yes, $43 billion is only a piece of Elon’s
reported $215 billion net worth – but what doesn’t make the story
is the fact that Elon, despite his massive paper-wealth, cannot
simply spend the $43 billion nor can he just go to a bank and get
the money. His net worth, like many business owners, is tied up in
his businesses.
Even if you are not a business owner, how you plan your financial
future is important.
Like many business owners, Elon’s wealth is tied up in his business –
so he cannot just do as he pleases. Nonetheless, he is still Elon – so
he can find investors and raise capital. However, what this situation
illustrates is that one of the key elements in business and one that
is rarely discussed is flexibility.
The entrepreneurial mindset is that we’re going to continue to pour
ourselves, our time, energy and assets – into our business for the
one day when it’ll be worth something and we can sell/transition
to someone as we move on to the next phase of life. As author Bo
Burlingham found out in talking with hundreds of business owners
for his book, Finish Big, the key element to feeling the sense of
‘winning’ in business is being able to transition out when you want
and how you want. That’s it. Just the sense of flexibility and freedom
to do what they want with their business when they want.
The feeling of flexibility and freedom is also true if you don’t own a
business. The underlying goal of many when planning their financial
future is to have the freedom to live their lives on their terms.
How do business owners go about planning for flexibility and
financial freedom?
Growing a business and positioning to “Finish Big” needs to include
spending on marketing and employee development to generate
more revenue. You also need to be operationally efficient to be more
profitable. Then, utilizing the cash you generate in your business to
invest in yourself outside of your business. This investment outside
of your business can take many forms. You diversify your assets and
make sure it isn’t all tied in one place.
If you don’t own a business, having your savings growing in several
ways is important.
Planning for diversifying assets outside of your business that
is usually all-consuming for business owners. How does one go
about it?
How do you eat such an elephant? One bite at a time – and many
times initial steps such as retirement savings plans come to mindhave layered benefits – employee retention, tax reduction, key
employee benefits and personal wealth all through one action.
Other strategies enhance business owner flexibility as well –
distribution strategies taking advantage of tax efficiencies.
When it is time to leave a business – then the problem is solved,
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Process with a
Purpose
With Ray Horn, Attorney, Meltzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC
Selling or buying a business is often stressful and time-consuming
process, much more of a marathon than a race. Human nature being
what it is, clients understandably want to “just get it over with” and
move on to something more immediately rewarding, such as enjoying
a much-deserved retirement or operating that newly purchased business. As a result, clients often treat the process as a necessary evil,
something to get through as quickly as possible.

right? The owner can then cash out on his most valuable asset?
Yes and no. I was working with an individual who was nearing
retirement and was looking forward to a significant payday when
departing his business (other shareholders to buy him out) and he
had a number in mind that both sides felt was fair. The reality of the
proposed transaction was that no one had the money directly for
the buyout, and the business was in “growth mode” and thus the
financials weren’t strong enough to finance the buyout.
The individual is in an extremely precarious position forcing him
to keep working because he does not have the flexibility to alter
deal terms that would still finance his retirement while being either
affordable individually or able to be financed. The business now has
a challenge – continue to fund growth or pause those efforts and
begin reworking the profits and losses of the business to fund the
buyout.
What could have been done differently in that scenario for the
business owner to have more flexibility in how we got out of the
business?
If the individual I was working with had just 30% of his net worth
outside of the business, it would have afforded him to begin his
retirement on much more flexible terms and enabled his desires to
be realized as well as the business to be able to fund the buyout
more economically.
So this brings me back to the Elon Musk story. Even if you are
Elon, you need flexibility?
Elon can cash out 10% of his holdings and walk away with $2 billion.
He can probably have a nice existence with $2 billion. For the rest of
us, planning our financial future with flexibility in mind (at all times)
can give us the greatest amount of freedom of choice in how we
approach the future.

Disclaimer: The information provided here is not investment, tax or financial
advice. You should always consult with a licensed professional for advice
concerning your specific situation.
Jeff Cismoski is a Founding Partner of Xartis Group. Xartis Group provides
transparency and financial advisory services. Financial advisory is much
more than investment strategies, risk profiles, and market returns. Xartis
provides the path forward. Each client is important and unique in their
journey, with unique goals, concerns, and limitations. To learn more visit
xartisgroup.com or contact Jeff at jcismoski@xartisgroup.com. INSIDER
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But simply focusing on the “end” (the closing) sells the process short
and can easily result in a buyer or seller taking on excess risk as they
race past otherwise clear warning flags. The reason appears to be a
misconception about the true purpose of a purchase agreement. Many
clients, and even many advisors, simply see the agreement as a form
to be completed. But properly utilized, the agreement helps uncover
and resolve issues which sellers should want to disclose, and buyers
should want to know, yet realized only if the parties truly engage in the
process the document invites. By taking the time to disclose carefully
and review what is disclosed, buyers and sellers gain important knowledge about the business in question, with that additional knowledge
resulting in a lower risk of misunderstanding, which in turn leads to a
lower risk of post-deal litigation – and who really wants to engage in
litigation?
In short, the document is part of a larger process, not an end in itself.
Yet, clients consistently write off virtually all the transaction documentation as simply “boilerplate,” and a waste of time, energy, and
money, seeing only “legal mumbo-jumbo” that only attorneys would
care about. I recall a very enthusiastic buyer-client years ago, someone whose energy and drive were truly admirable – the definition of
an entrepreneur trying to live the American dream by owning his own
company. However, he focused so much on the end of owning the
business that he did not take the time needed to truly evaluate the
business he was buying.
Despite encountering red flag after red flag, including an evasive seller, an unprofessional attorney, a partner who walked away, among
other issues, he pushed on, discounting or even ignoring every warning sign, and seeing the entire legal process as a nuisance. Making
everything worse was that the client “wanted” the deal so very badly
that the seller and his counsel used this rush to judgment to resist our
attempts to dig more deeply into the red flags – in other words to allow
the process to breathe so the client could more fully assess risk and
do so prior to closing.

The situation was analogous to the proverbial blood in the water infested with sharks, with my client the unfortunate swimmer and the seller
and his counsel the sharks. Yes, that deal did close and very unfortunately for my client. Those unanswered questions yielded the answers
we feared, the business failed, and my client eventually declared bankruptcy – a result made even worse as it was avoidable with only some
additional engagement from the client.
Yes, the process is tedious, time-consuming, and cumbersome and,
yes, there are certainly more enjoyable options for busy clients. Yet,
when dealing with a material life decision, it is absolutely worth the
investment of time and effort to work closely with your attorney and
other advisors, utilizing the process to shed light on those red flags
and make more informed decisions.

Raymond J. Horn III is an attorney with Melzer, Purtill & Stelle LLC
focused on providing responsive, well-balanced corporate transactional
advice with respect to acquisitions and divestitures of closely held
companies, “business divorce” matters, and corporate planning involving
contracts such as buy-sell agreements.
Contact Ray at rhorn@mpslaw.com
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Manufacturing Today

Lesson 3: Automation

– Lessons In Resiliency & Tips For Success
WIPFLI REPORT – Resilient Manufacturers Study Excerpts
The past two years have been both transformative and disruptive
for manufacturers, and 2022 shows no signs of slowing down.
Manufacturers are still recovering from the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic and face challenges like:
• Supply chain delays, shortages, and price increases
• Skill gaps and evolving roles with the rise in automation
• Demand/capacity challenges

w w w. i ns i d e r 9 4 .c o m

Yet, throughout these challenges, many manufacturers are finding
ways to thrive and providing us all lessons in resiliency to meet the
challenging times.
WIPFLI recently published a Resilient Manufacturers Study
surveying 194 U.S. manufacturers to learn about their abilities to
manage challenging business conditions and achieve success. The
report shared offered lessons learned in 4 critical performance
areas: innovation, growth, automation, and resilience.

• Retaining and attracting new employees

Manufacturing has rapidly become a world of digital haves and
have-nots – and the window to catch up is closing. Why? Because
automation and industry 4.0 technologies are already delivering
performance boosts – two-thirds of manufacturers report that
the industry 4.0 technologies have increased productivity and
profitability in the past year by more than 5% -- with more to come.
To optimize returns from automation and Industry 4.0, organizations
need network infrastructures capable of passing manufacturing
data to all who need it.

TIP

Identify large legacy equipment and systems that jeopardize
production availability, prioritize automation investments
based on detailed analysis of failure likelihood and cost, and
establish a technology roadmap along with plans to fund
capital equipment purchases.

Lesson 1: Innovate

Lesson 2: Growth

Lesson 4: Resiliency

Innovation in manufacturing can take many forms, from new
technology and changes in the supply chain to product and process
improvements. Innovation offers many important advantages to
businesses and is often key to outperforming the competition.

Manufacturers focused on growth need to update and expand
internal capabilities – talent, technologies, process improvement
methodologies – to increase revenues and margins. That is why
81% of manufacturers have dedicated growth strategies and
goals or address them within other contexts. Yet 19% don’t have
a plan – putting them at significant disadvantage, because growth
leaders are more likely to have dedicated strategies versus other
manufacturers.

Government actions to support businesses during the pandemic
prevented worst-case scenarios for many organizations. According
to the American Bankruptcy institute, there still were 32,517
commercial bankruptcy filings in the U.S. in 2020 – and 22,339
more in 2021. Could some have been prevented by practices and
procedures that monitor and mitigate corporate risks?

Better innovation strategies and practices allow manufacturers to
launch new products, avoiding delays and ensuring a steady stream
of new profits efficiently and quickly. Yet a third of companies require
at least a year to get new products and services to customers; only
28% can launch new offerings in less than six months. That’s one
of the reasons just 13% of manufacturers generate more than
30% of annual sales from products and services released in the
past 12 months.

TIP

Rigorously quantify the returns – revenue, profits, patents,
brand awareness, customer retention, etc. – that your
company generates from innovation activities versus leaders
in your industries.

A key task in managing risk is establishment of standardized work
– making it clear when practices, conditions and outcomes are
abnormal. Yet, only 5% of manufacturers have standardized work
and systems throughout their organizations.
Resiliency also calls for frequent reviews of conditions that could
impair operations:
Suppliers: A majority of manufacturers audit primary suppliers
at least biannually for performance including costs, diversity,
environmental performance, and financial stability. The pandemic
highlighted the impact a few critical vendors can have on an entire
supply chain, prompting some manufacturers to recruit backup
vendors.
Inbound and outbound shipping: Real-time tracking of supplies
and products to and from facilities can alert manufacturers to
problems before they escalate to customer disasters.
Cyber threats: Two-thirds of manufacturers report an unauthorized
access of networks and data in the past year. 45% reported three
or more breaches.

A strong growth strategy identifies multiple paths toward growth.
Sustainable growth also requires a steady pipeline of skilled leaders.

TIP

Identify untapped sales opportunities (e.g., new customers
in new markets, services for existing customers); quantify
the resources, effort and ROI for each; and document and
share plans to capture low-difficulty/high-gain opportunities
via internal resources and/or partners (e.g., joint ventures,
acquisitions).

Resilient
manufacturers
study
2022 research report

To download the Resilient Manufacturers Study 2022 Research Report,
visit https://www.wipfli.com/MRD
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The private aviation sector experienced unparalleled demand last year due the unpredicted influence of a global pandemic.
While many industries are still suffering negative repercussions, research states the private jet industry had fully recovered
by August 2020. Our cover photo was taken at Heads Up Technologies in Dallas, Texas. Heads Up Technologies is a
technology partner to the innovators in aviation. Their clients include Textron Aviation, Gulfstream, American Airlines and
Collins Aerospace. To learn more visit https:///www.heads-up.com.
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Podcast Picks
Podcasts are an excellent way to take in advice and information while you are on-the-go. Whether you like to start your day with a pep talk
or pass the time on a commute to a meeting, many podcasts offer a lot of information and inspiration to business owners.

RECONNECT AND EXPLORE CRITICAL ISSUES IN MANUFACTURING

Here are some great ones to check out!

Entrepreneurs on Fire

HBR Ideacast

Entrepreneurs on Fire is one of the
leading business podcasts today.
Hosted by John Lee Dumas, it has won
the Best of Apple Podcasts award,
and has over 2,500 episodes and
85 million downloads. What makes it
exceptionally unique from most other
podcasts is that new episodes are
released every day.

If you don’t have time to read the
Harvard Business Review, then this
podcast bearing the same name
is the next best way to invest your
time. The HBR Ideacast features
discussions and interviews with the
world’s leading businessmen and
entrepreneurs.

Mixergy
Mixergy is a great podcast for startup businesses and entrepreneurs
who see the “big picture” in their
industries. Hosted by its founder
Andrew Warner, the podcast’s primary
goal is to provide tips and strategies
on how to face the challenges that
your business might encounter in the
future.
Episodes include conversations that teach business owners how to
find solutions to the most common problems.

The $100MBA
If you own a business but never
actually attended business school,
then we recommend listening to
this podcast by Omar Zenhom. In
addition to the usual “how to build
your business” and “how to grow your
business” topics, this podcast also
aims to teach you how to “actually
run a business” in the most efficient
manner.
Zenhom himself was a college dropout. He was a business student
from Wharton School of Business when he decided to quit and
dedicate his time to creating the $100MBA community. His goal is
to help people understand how to sell products in the easiest way
possible.

2:30 – 5:00 pm

Program
Topics include: Innovation, Resiliency, Growth, Automation

5:00 – 6:45pm

Networking/Drinks/Buffet

7:00 pm

Chicago Dogs Baseball

REGISTER NOW

August 24, 2022

Impact Field | Rivers Stadium Club | 9800 Balmoral Ave | Rosemont IL

The show is hosted by HBR’s senior
editors Alison Beard and Curt Nickish. It airs on a weekly basis and
talks about the most important issues relating to the business and
economy from a worldwide perspective.

Join us for an important keynote from Mark Denzler, president of
the Illinois Manufacturers’ Association, a panel discussion featuring
innovators in manufacturing, and insights on making an impact from
Chicago Dogs owner Shawn Hunter.

REGISTER NOW at MBBI.org

How I Built This
How I Built This, hosted by Guy Raz,
is a product of National Public Radio
(NPR). Its main goal is to provide
insights to listeners about the most
successful people in the world in
terms of business and marketing. It
is aired on a weekly basis, and each
episode runs for 30 minutes.
Raz shares the show with prominent
entrepreneurs, learning how these people made money through
their businesses.

This day is designed for you as an Owner, CEO, President, COO, CFO, CIO
or GM. Bring the entire C-Suite with an early bird discounted Six-Pack!

REGISTER THROUGH 7/31/22

REGISTER AFTER 7/31/22

EARLY BIRD
$125 PER PERSON

REGULAR
$149 PER PERSON

REGISTER THROUGH 7/31/22

REGISTER AFTER 7/31/22

SIX-PACK EARLY BIRD SIX-PACK REGULAR
$675 FOR SIX
$800 FOR SIX
Pricing discounted more than 10%

BizChix
BizChix is specially designed for
women entrepreneurs. It is hosted
by Natalie Eckdahl, a master’s degree
holder in business administration and
a coach to a lot of high-performing
businessmen and women.

SPONSORS

Join these sponsors!
info@mbbi.org

In this show, she offers training, tips,
and advice on how people can grow
their businesses by refining and
restructuring their strategies and developing their growth-driven
mindsets.

WWW.MBBI.ORG
INSIDER
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What You May Not Know About
Purchasing Commercial Insurance
And Your Broker Failed to Tell You

Author: Joe Emerich, Founding Partner, Xartis Group

Buying commercial property, casualty and benefits insurance for
your business is necessary. You need to protect your assets, mitigate
risks, and ensure your business offers benefits and protection to
its employees. Insurance provides a means to be sustainable when
the unexpected happens. Most businesses rely on a commercial
insurance broker to guide them through the insurance procurement
process. Once insurance is established, for many business owners,
the broker relationship is annual renewal paperwork and perhaps a
get-together lunch. Task is done. Another year of premiums (and
usually unexplained higher premiums) begin.
There could be a better way for your business. Instead of an annual
renewal meeting, it could be a celebration of reduced overhead
costs and a check for you to invest back into your business. Instead
of the same old premium discussion, it could be a conversation with
your broker about flexibility in your plan design that reflects fair
priced premiums due to actual claim cost history.
Imagining a different kind of insurance discussion is an option for all
businesses. There are options in purchasing commercial property,
casualty, and benefits insurance beyond a traditional policy. What

options are available to you (now and in the future) can vary by
the size of your business, your risk profile, and your appetite for
change. Beyond traditional insurance plans, there is an evolution
and continuum of options available in the insurance market. These
options range from traditional plans everyone is used to and evolve
to programs of being self-insured. Within this range are additional
options that give you more flexibility and control.
If you are unfamiliar with this range of insurance options, it may be
because your current broker represents only traditional insurance
plans or may not be incentivized to steer you to a policy that is better
suited for your business. Insurance brokers are compensated based
on a percentage of your policy, so when your traditional premiums
go up so does their paycheck!
Before I share how you approach the dilemma of the insurance
broker relationship, it’s important you understand your options.
As illustrated in the chart, most businesses do not move beyond
traditional insurance plans or what is called Guaranteed Insurance.
As you move away from Guaranteed Insurance, there are options
for Retro Programs that allow you to purchase insurance that is

The evolution of solutions from Guaranteed Insurance to Self Insurance
Guaranteed Insurance

•
•
•
•
•

Traditional
Plans

Guaranteed cost
Higher cost
Set premiums
No or low deductible
Set limits

Retro program insurance purchased with a premium that
adjusts according to the losses experienced by the insured
company, rather than according to an industry-wide loss
experience. An initial premium is charged and adjustments
are made periodically, once the policy has expired.

A Group Captive functions as a licensed and admitted,
limited-purpose property and casualty insurance
company, owned and managed by its members under
IRC Section 831(a) with an emphasis on risk control
and loss prevention practices.

Retro Programs
Higher Deductible
Traditional Plans
• Lower monthly
premiums
• Offers improved
cash flow

• Final premium based on
actual loss amount
• Control over costs
• Flexibility in plan design
• Fairly priced premium
reflects claim costs
• Encourages continual
vigilance on loss control
and return to work

Property, Casualty, & Benefits

Group Captive
Property & Casualty
Medical Stop Loss

tailored to the losses of your company rather than comparatively
to the industry. Sounds better, right? After Retro Programs
businesses may be eligible for Captive Insurance Programs.
A “captive insurer” is generally defined as an insurance company
that is wholly owned and controlled by its insureds; its primary
purpose is to insure the risks of its owners, and its insureds benefit
from the captive insurer’s underwriting profits. There are types of
captives that include participation in a group, wholly owned or even
just self-insured.
Although this may sound daunting, having a broker knowledgeable
and experienced with these insurance options makes all the
difference. Going the route of captive plans will still provide you
with a company to administer the plan, and a licensed broker to
oversee it. As the insured, you will be more likely to achieve risk
financing objectives and realize a return on your insurance spend.
WHAT MORE SHOULD YOU KNOW?
Captive Insureds Put Their Own Capital at Risk
Any insured who purchases captive insurance must be willing and
able to invest its own resources. The insured in a captive insurance
company not only has ownership in and control of the company but
also benefits from its profitability.
A policyholder in a mutual insurance company is theoretically
entitled to receive dividends if the company makes a profit.
However, mutual insurance companies generally accumulate rather
than distribute their surplus.
To Achieve Risk Financing Objectives
When the products offered by insurers do not meet an insured’s risk
financing needs, the best option might be to join a captive insurer.
The main reasons why organizations wish to better control their
A Micro Captive insurance company is a legally licensed, limitedpurpose property and casualty insurance company that is owned by its
members and under IRC Section 831(b) operating with an annual net
written premium of up to $2.2 million. Micro Captives pay tax only on
investment income and not on underwriting profit.

risk management programs are excessive pricing, limited capacity,
coverage that is unavailable in the traditional insurance market, or
the desire for a more cost-efficient risk financing mechanism. Other
reasons for utilizing captive insurance include
• Broader coverage,
• Stability in pricing and availability,
• Improved cash flow, and
• Increased control over the program.
Broader Coverage
Many captives are established because insurance in the commercial
market is prohibitively expensive, poorly matched to the insured’s
needs, or not available at all. A captive insurer can successfully
provide coverage for difficult risks that is tailored to fit the exact
needs of the insured(s)—if the captive operates within sound
underwriting, actuarial, and regulatory guidelines.
Stability in Pricing and Availability
Pricing stability is achieved over time as a captive matures and
expands its own risk retention capability. The more capital that
is accumulated, the greater the captive insurer’s ability to retain
risk and insulate itself from changes in the commercial insurance
market. A captive insurer can also provide stability in the availability
of coverage.
Improved Cash Flow
Cash flow improvements are achieved in several ways. Losses
retained through a captive reduce or eliminate underwriting
profits; reduced losses increase them. Because captive insurance
inherently offers financial rewards for effectively controlling losses,
safety and loss control get a higher level of attention.
Self insured employer operates their own health insurance
plan. If health insurance is self-funded you are choosing to
pay for individual health claims out-of-pocket, instead of a
monthly fixed premium to a health insurance carrier.

831 (a) Self Insured

831 (b) Micro Captive*
• Tax deduction for the parent company

• Improved insurance plan, accountability and safety

• Gift and estate tax savings for shareholders

• Improved finance, cash flow, and loss experience

• Coverage stability

• Income tax savings for both the captive and the parent

• Flexible plan design

• Improved service through best
in class loss control approach

• Opportunity to accumulate wealth in a tax-favored vehicle

• Dedicated customer service

• Distribution to captive owners at favorable income tax rates

• Faster loss settlements

• Improved loss forecasting and
greater risk retention potential

• Asset protection from the claims of business and personal creditors

• Minimized fixed costs

• Mass purchasing power

• Reduction in the amount of insurance premiums presently paid by
the operating company

• Lower cost of administration and
lower premiums for employees

• Reduced overhead

• Access to the lower-cost reinsurance market

• More appropriate treatment of
special insurance needs

• Insuring risks that would otherwise be uninsurable

• Elimination of carrier profit margin
and risk charge

• Pricing stability

• Retention and return of profits
in a cost-effective manner

INSIDER
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*Property & Casualty Insurance only

• National provider network
• Mandatory benefits are optional
• Cost reporting
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continued from page 9

The underwriting profits and gains from the invested premiums
that would otherwise be held by a conventional insurer are retained
by the captive. Even with conservative investment portfolios, the
dollar amounts are substantial due to the high levels of capital and
surplus typically held.
Finally, cash flow is improved by reducing the expense factors
associated with commercial insurance. Generally, insurers allot
60 percent or more of premiums taken into loss payments, while
the other 40 percent or so covers expenses and profits. Captives
have far fewer expense components than do commercial insurers.
Estimates for the expense components of captives typically fall in
the 15 percent to 30 percent range. This means that for every $10
million in net written premium, a successful operating captive can
save insureds $1 million to $2.5 million in expenses alone.
Increased Control over the Program
Ownership and control by its insureds distinguish a captive insurer
from a commercial insurer. This is not the type of ownership or
control evidenced by a nominal percentage share in the company’s
surplus. It means ownership in the company’s strategic business
purpose.

Captive insurers offer increased control in several other ways as
well. For one, captive owners have more control over insurancerelated services such as safety and loss control, and claims
administration. Safety and loss control services established by
a captive can be tailored to each participant’s individual needs,
resulting in safer workplaces and more favorable loss experience.
Claims handling services are unbundled and separately arranged.
Strict guidelines can be drafted and enforced by the captive. This is
preferable to allowing a commercial insurer, whose interests might
be more self-serving than an insured desires, to dictate how claims
are handled.
So What Next?
Now that you know there may be a better way to mitigate risk
you can ask the right questions of your broker, review your past
insurance spend questions and explore options within the evolution
of insurance solutions. If your broker brushes off your questions
or is not experienced in this sort of guidance, maybe it is time for a
new broker.

Joe Emerich is a Founding Partner of Xartis Group. Xartis Group offers
a fresh and sophisticated approach beyond traditional insurance models
you have come to know well. Where managing risk yields opportunities
to seize control of your long-term insurance outlook, enhance your profit
potential, and unlock the freedom to devote attention to what matters
most; your business. To learn more visit xartisgroup.com or contact Joe
at jemerich@xartisgroup.com.
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Take the Leap and
Be Your Own Boss
Authors: Meg Schmitz, Franchise Guru

Thinking of owning a business,
or a franchise specifically?
Let’s get you star ted.

Have you ever considered owning a business, or buying a franchise? Buying a franchise requires a huge investment of your
time to research the right brands, but can be a waste of time if
you don’t know where to look, or what questions to ask. Before
jumping in too far, understanding the initial steps is a good place
to start. Just like buying a home for your family, buying exactly
the right franchise for your personal, professional, and business
needs requires proper consultation and care.
Owning a franchise is like buying real estate. You cannot just
barge into the franchise market and buy any franchise you like.
The approval process is a mutual undertaking, and very competitive for the best brands and markets. Investing in a franchise
is a major financial decision and thorough Q&A is necessary
before you have total confidence. The point of concern is how to
identify which franchise best fits your current and future needs,
and where you should invest to realize the maximum profit or
return. Here is a step-by-step guide on how to buy a franchise.

1. Be sure about your reasoning
You want to own a business for a variety of good reasons: be
the boss, never get fired again, financial control of your future,
etc. Assuming you have the time and resources to undertake
business ownership, let’s think about how to choose whether
an independent, or a franchise, is the right one for you. Let’s
say a friend has opened a restaurant and there is a line out the
door; that doesn’t mean he’s happy, well-staffed, making a good
return, or working hours that HE wants to be away from his family. Say another friend invests in a franchise, and can happily
check all of those boxes. If you are unsure about what business
to invest in, you should work with an experienced franchise
consultant who will assist you in doing a self-assessment on
what skill sets you want to use, define what you’ll be happy with,
versus what you want to avoid, and assess the support you have
from your immediate family. No one I’ve worked with makes this
investment without full household support.

2. Research which franchises will stand up to the Gold
Standard test
Let’s say you have the money and time to get into business, but
you do not have a unique idea or a business plan to prove viability. In that case, you may end up wasting a lot of time trying to
create a business from scratch. However, investing in a proven
franchise means success is already defined and calculated, and
the “recipe” can be replicated. Franchising is exactly like buying
a recipe… just follow the steps and you will get a great outcome.
That said, you still need to look into the leadership and success
over the last couple of years to appreciate the full support you
will receive as you manage and/or operate the business. Your
success as a business owner will be achieved when there is full
mutual understanding of consumer demand, franchise support,

Unparalleled Electrical Services:

Electrical Service and Maintenance, Electrical Construction, Lighting,
Data Centers.

Full Scope Technology Services:

Technology Service and Data, Security, Access Control & Fire Alarm, Audio
Visual Technology, Riser Management, and Voice & Data.
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and your ability to execute the proven recipe.

3. Begin the application process
Once you and your franchise business coach (me) have
decided on a handful of franchise concepts that would best
match your areas of expertise and engagement, we will begin
the application process. Like working with an executive recruiter, the right doors will open with the right introductions.
A good franchise development person will first assess your
qualifications, and will explain in detail what each company
will require from a prospective owner. Every franchise has
its own set of regulatory guidelines regarding opening a new
outlet, and failures must be reported. So there is “skin in the
game” on both sides to make sure the eventual match will
prove to be a successful one.
Franchise concepts that are reliable will clearly spell out their
discovery process, and every decision point that needs to be
made. Your franchise business coach should be able to help
you with the whole process when you align with someone
who clearly knows franchising from the company’s founders
and leadership, to funding, to operations and support.

4. Plan and prepare for your “Discovery Day”
meeting
Discovery day is really more like a Meet The Team event now
that we’ve all pivoted into the virtual meeting space. Discovery takes place during the weekly webinars and conversations. Nearing the end of Discovery is your opportunity to
Meet The Team, where you will be invited to have interaction
with every department that will help you launch and operate
your business. When you demonstrate to your preferred franchisor that you are ready to do business with them and follow
their outlined rules for success, you have a great chance of
being awarded to opportunity to invest. I did not say you will
get accepted… there are always minor things that can make
them say “no thank you.” You need to have the following
checklist complete before the Day of Discovery meeting with
the franchise headquarters:
• Complete your personality profile as a candidate.
• Get investment for the franchise pre-approved by your
financer.
• Prepare a list of any questions, concerns, and issues you
may have as a candidate.
• Discuss discovery day agenda, arrange accommodations,
dress appropriately, engage actively, and do not forget
to carry all the necessary documents and paperwork on
the day of the meeting.

5. Apply for financing
This is a step that you want to initiate as soon as you start
conversations with the companies. They will know quickly if
continued on page 12
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you are a viable candidate. If so, you will want to research your
funding options if you don’t have all the money in the bank already. Because of the pandemic and resulting economic demand
for loans, plan to apply for financing as soon as possible, whether
you are aligning with a franchise or not. Banks would rather bet
on a franchise, by the way, than an independent business plan.
They know the success rate varies drastically from one to the
other, and underwriting will more willingly loan money to a Gold
Standard franchise concept. You need to plan to pay the initial
franchise fees and training costs, and start working on setting
up your physical business as soon as training is complete. It is
important that you do not delay the necessary financial stepping stones to get open, or hold up the franchise development
schedule, by making sure that everything is set in place as soon
as possible.

6. Review and return your franchise paperwork very
carefully
When you are granted the franchise agreement and have approval
to join the brand, this requires a lot of paperwork and documentation on both ends. This is quite important as the legal documentation acts as the backbone for the business. It is an agreement
between the franchiser and the franchisee which holds all the
rules and regulations, and conditions of both parties. Once the
franchise seller is done with the paperwork, the papers and documents will be handed over to the franchise buyer for his sign of
approval. This is your last and final chance to reread and review
the paperwork thoroughly (you will have been given copies well in
advance of the final signing). Keep in mind that reading the franchise agreement is quite an important part of the whole process
as it is what both parties will follow. The franchise agreement is
customized to your particular territory and market, and can be
considered the most important document in the whole process.
Keep a copy to remind yourself of the agreement, and do nothing
that violates the relationship between both parties.

7. Site Selection and the importance of Geography and
Demography
As you evaluate where to start a business, you will need a suitable
mechanism to assess viable geography as well as demography…
for both clientele and employees. Choosing the right real estate
location is an important step. For instance, if you are opening a
doggie daycare in an area that has a lot of rush but limited accessibility, or you open a cleaning service but your teams are driving
miles around lakes and obstacles, your business may not flourish as much as you project. Hence, location plays a huge role in
attracting and retaining the magnitude of clients and employees
to your business. Franchises spend a considerable amount of re-

sources on site selection and measuring success factors, helping their owners locate and continue to expand their successful enterprises.

8. Get training and support
It doesn’t matter how great your business is if you can’t pivot and adapt. We’ve all learned that the hard way with the
recent pandemic. I’ve seen a lot of independent businesses
give up and go under because they didn’t have the resources
to stay afloat. When you are buying a franchise and starting
your business, you will get pre- and ongoing training to hone
your skills. The franchise provides you with experienced professionals at headquarters, who will train you and support you
in every aspect of your newly started business. The franchise
will do everything possible to help and support you, so that
from Operations and Marketing to Compliance Rules and Regulations of the franchise. Another objective of the training is
to help each franchisee match their operations and financial
performance to the standards of the franchise. Independent
businesses don’t have this depth of resources available, and
thus flounder. Franchise owners are able to perform in a way
that is homogeneous to the other outlets of the franchise.
Think about McDonalds and The Big Mac. If they leave off
the pickles, you know it. If the French Fries taste different in
Chicago than in Indianapolis, you’re mad about it. uniformity is a key element to any franchise concept’s success. They
pay special attention to every detail and want the customer
experience to be consistently excellent. Training and support
are basic measures that a franchisor implements to help the
franchisee set up their business outlet.

Franchise ownership is business ownership complete
with the tools needed to trim, repair, and smooth over
the inevitable challenges of a new endeavor. I learned
this lesson when I started my journey as a franchise owner 30 years
ago. I understand the fear of leaving the “comfort” of a corporate desk
job. The reality is, your position will only be around as long as it is
convenient for your company. You are a free-agent, a journeyman, not
a permanent fixture. It’s when you feel you’ve achieved your greatest
professional success that you’re in danger of being downsized. You
have everything to gain by betting on yourself and working with a
proven franchise leader. The playbook and rails are in place. We just
need to find the perfect match. I provide complimentary consultation
services to individuals considering franchise ownership. Much like an
Executive Recruiter, when a match is made, the franchise company,
sends me a placement referral fee.
Contact me at megschmitz.com to learn more.
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| Fire Protection Systems
Are Integral to Your Business Safety & Protection Plan
Author: Mark Allen, CEO of CPS Electric

Every year, over 2.4 billion dollars in damage is caused to
businesses due to fire. Most damage can be avoided with the
proper fire protection systems. Proper protection begins as a plan
to adequately assess the needs, with an installation team qualified
to do the job correctly.
Fire by the Numbers:
• Each year around 100,000 commercial and business
space fire incidents are recorded
• 67% of property damage happens due to office fires
between 7 pm to 7 am
• 29% of commercial fire breaks are caused by cooking
equipment
• 18% of warehouse fires are caused by electrical issues
Source: nfpa.org

Planning a Fire Protection System
The necessity to install and maintain fire protection is more
prevalent when designing manufacturing facilities – as it will be
required by local building codes, and the systems will need to be
advanced. Often, fire protection is woefully undervalued by offices
and businesses which prefer the economical approach with a basic
system installation.
There are two major types of fire protection systems:
Passive Fire Protection (PFP): This is a system that is installed
into a building or provided by design to prevent a fire breakout.
Some examples of PFPs are fire-resistant walls, fireproofing
cladding, and non-combustible cable coating.
Active Fire Protection (APF): This is a system that takes
measures to put out the fire manually (such as a fire extinguisher)
or automatically (such as when water sprinklers or a foam
suppression system) is triggered.

examples include water sprinklers, gaseous fire suppressors and
condensed aerosol fire suppressors.
Fire extinguishers: These hand-held devices with cylindrical
pressure vessels filled with an agent such as water, foam or
dry powder are operated by a user and are helpful for small
emergencies and fire situations that can be mitigated by people
close to the fire. Planning the location for such extinguishers is
integral to a well-planned facility. The extinguishers should be
conveniently located on every floor and easy to access.
Control panel: This allows you to manage the overall system and
turn it on and off.
Back-up power supply: This keeps the fire system operational in
the event of a power failure. This is useful as a redundancy for fire
protection as well as computer equipment in the absence of fire.
Fire curtains/Fire-rated door: These options improve safety and
help localize and contain fire danger and damage.
Smoke control systems: This includes smoke curtains for
premises and elevators. Even if a fire is localized, the smoke is a
great threat to life.
Evacuation System & Process: In addition to protecting the
building from fire damage, it is critical to have a process to
evacuate people in the building safely. A system for evacuation
could include voice speakers, light panels and other signaling
devices that help guide exiting the building in case of fire and
smoke.
Selecting a Fire Protection System
Selecting a fire protection system in a building is an important part
of its plan to save people, assets, and safeguard business continuity.
With a combination of both passive and active systems, the dangers
of fire can be prevented, and damage mitigated if fire happens.

The best systems combine the benefits of both PFP and AFP.
While a PFP approach will improve safety and prevent fires, it’s
good to have an AFP in place should fire happen.
Active Fire Protection Components
– What Should Be Included and How Does It Work?
Every Active Fire Protection approach starts with an Alarm
Initiating Device such as a smoke or heat detector. It will catch
the first sign of fire and activate the system. Once the system is
activated, other key components of the system can take over:
Fire notification devices: This includes tones, bells or horns to
alert people in the building to take action and evacuate.
Automatic fire suppression devices: This system is the first
measure of offense on a fire with water or chemicals. Some
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Contact CPS Electric for technologically advanced products and
superior service. Since 1982, they consistently exceed customer’s
expectations with industry leading services including comprehensive
electric, structured cabling, installing and maintaining video
surveillance and access control. CPS Electric is a Disabled Veteran
Owned Business. To find out more, contact us at www.4cps.com.
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Celebrating Another Great Royal
– Alexander the Great
Author: Tim Van Mieghem, The ProAction Group

His Lessons in Preparation and
Logistics Stand the Test of Time
While we just completed celebrating Queen Elizabeth and her stoic
70-year reign, there is another royal we should not forget about –
Alexander the Great. In 356 B.C., a son and heir, who was to become
one of history’s greatest logisticians, was born to King Philip of
Macedonia. At age 16, Alexander was already a general in the select
army. At age 20, a murderer’s knife elevated him to the throne.
Quickly, he built his reputation, striking fear into the hearts of
those who dared oppose him. He ruled, conquered, and assimilated
countries – including Greece, Persia, and India – into his domain for
a short 13 years until his death in 323 B.C.
Alexander’s success was not an accident. He was able to consistently
defeat enemy armies and expand his kingdom because of his
proactive preparation and logical approach to warfare. Some of the
key factors in his success were:
• Inclusion of logistics in strategic planning
• Detailed knowledge of opposing armies, surrounding terrain,
and harvest calendars
• Innovative incorporation of new weapons technology
• Maintenance of a single point of control
These same factors can make any organization successful in today’s
complex business environment. There are many striking parallels
between Alexander’s ancient organization (the Macedonian army)
and today’s modern company doing battle in the marketplace. This
article examines Alexander’s implementation of logistics principles
and how these same principles can be applied today.
Logistics and supply-chain management
At the most basic level, Alexander was able to perform his legendary
feats because he included logistics and supply-chain management
into his strategic plans, as any company should do to maintain a
competitive edge. For example, he timed his army’s departure
so the 30-day supply of rations carried by sea transport would
last until 10 days after harvest at the first destination city, which
provided a seamless supply of food and water for his men until the
conquered city could provide them with additional supplies.
Alexander used the following logistical tactics to ensure an open
supply chain throughout his campaigns:
• He maximized the flexibility of the army by streamlining who
traveled with the marching army
• He developed alliances, enabling his army with a constant and
planned schedule for resupplies of ammunition and provisions
• He marched along rivers, taking advantage of sea transport
instead of relying on lower capacity beasts of burden
Ironically, despite today’s complex business environment, most
boardrooms still do not consider the logistics side of doing

business, primarily because its function has traditionally been
viewed more as a cost of doing business. Logistics professionals in
many companies today have failed to educate their executives on
how proper logistics management can add value – a fact on which
Alexander the Great based his achievements centuries ago.
Two successful examples
Through careful logistics planning, Nalco Chemical Company
was able to develop an innovative method of delivering chemical
products to its customers, who previously were having problems
with their packaging and experiencing chemical spills during
delivery. Nalco’s engineers studied the problems and developed
a returnable stainless-steel container that completely changed
the way chemicals were delivered. Called a Porta-Feed, the
container eliminated dangerous and time-consuming handling on
the part of the customer, as well as the costs of waste disposal.
Nalco’s executives had to strike a balance between any doubts
they had and the analytical vision that presented itself. They had
to act with a degree of intuition and agree to include logistics in
strategic and resource planning. Although the decision to market
was made without benefit of quantification, the result was a strong
competitive advantage and return on investment.
Another example is Nortek, where a $600 million division struggled
with a complicated supply chain. They managed over 26 high end
home audio brands and product lines. They had a high mix / low
volume demand pattern with significant demand variation and long
(4-6 month) lead times from the China suppliers. Their inventory
was growing and their ability to fill orders stagnated. It is hard
enough to forecast next month’s demand, let alone demand in 4-6
months (due to their lead time). They did address this, but it was
not through complex systems enhancements or beating on their
supplier base. Instead, they committed to core suppliers, provided
them with rolling forecasts and actual weekly demand. This enabled
them to effectively reduce their lead time from 4-6 months to
less than 6 weeks. They set up a pulse, enabling their suppliers
to resupply provisions on a planned schedule, modified by actual
recent demand.
Another well-known example is Amazon. They have set up a logistics
approach that enables them to deliver product to customers in a
way that brick and mortar stores and even other e-tailers cannot
mimic.
Nearly 60% of all online retail purchases in the U.S. were done on
Amazon last year, new PYMNTS data show, reflecting the company’s
tightening grip on eCommerce sales and a continuation of the stair
step market share advance it has made over the past twenty years.
Knowledge is power
In the area of limited benchmarking Alexander was, in many ways,
best in class. He could not always follow a similar organization’s
pattern of success but could instead rely on his knowledge-based
INSIDER
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intuition. Benchmarking, while a good tool to use, is
not reliable when developing innovative solutions.
Organizations must continually challenge their
world view and themselves to meet changing
business demands. Alexander did not rely solely
on process knowledge or on technical knowledge
about his competition or the terrain, but rather
combined them to develop a strategy that allowed
him to meet a specific need. He rarely, if ever, lost a
battle. Both Amazon and Nalco are companies that
have taken the same approach.
Innovatively incorporating technology
In a military scenario devoid of computer tools
and mechanized weapons, technology primarily
refers to weapons. Alexander’s father, King Philip,
invented a new weapon called a sarissa, which was
essentially a 20-foot lance. Alexander used this
new weapon (technology) to his advantage, and the
men in the rear rows of the army’s phalanx wielded
the sarissas to provide protection to the front rows
of the infantry.
Unfortunately, many companies use current
weapons (business tools) to their detriment.
The complex and rapidly changing business
environment provide more options among
technological tools and services. If not properly
utilized, any of them can drain a company’s
financial and mental resources. Today’s challenge
to business is to prudently choose weapons
and fully exploit them to meet specific logistics
requirements.
In our modern times, new technology weapons,
such as non-digital devices connecting to the
Internet of Things (IoT), allow businesses to gather supply chain
data instantaneously. With the emerging blockchain capabilities
to transfer data between manufacturers and suppliers, delays
can be mitigated because data transparency reveals any issues in
the supply chain as they occur, which can only improve business
relationships.
A more mutually beneficial relationship between customer and
logistics providers is a strategic relationship. Working together to
solve supply chain needs provides third-party entrenchment and
enables the logistics provider to invest assets and technology in the
customer. In a strategic relationship, the customer awards a specific
part of the business to the supplier and agrees to continue doing so
as long as the supplier adheres to all the quality, service, and cost
standards established during the negotiation process. (This is how
Nortek enjoyed its success.)
• Complete information sharing (forecasts, costs, strategic
plans, etc.) between partners along with trust, which must
first exist between customer and third party
• Cross-functional implementation of strategically planned
logistics
• Regular operational and performance reviews
• A commitment of supply chain assets and management
procedures
INSIDER
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• Involvement in strategic planning and integrated logistics
• A fair sharing of partnership benefits
Whether the weapon is a sarissa or the latest inventory control
technique, effective integration of information technology is critical
to success. In addition, to be as effective as Alexander the Great, the
resources of allies must be used.
A single point of control
Like Alexander, most great logisticians understand that while
knowledge-based decision making and empowerment can be
relegated up to a point, there ultimately must be a single point
of control, a place where the buck stops; a CEO, who is held
accountable. Alexander made the decisions for his army. He was
the central point of control, he managed the logistics system, and
incorporated it into the strategic plan. While modern CEOs should
not personally run the logistics management function, they should
appoint someone to run this critical area. This person should think
like and report to the CEO.
In addition to having the ability to effectively marshal forces,
a leader with authority over all aspects of logistics can help a
company avoid the disjointed style of operation that leads so many
organizations to mediocrity.
Today’s challenge to business is to prudently choose weapons and
fully exploit them to meet specific logistics requirements.
continued on page 16
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continued from page 15

Today, more than ever, a single point of control is necessary to
maintain a clear vision for an organization involved in logistics
management. For example, many widely accepted business
practices, such as Lean Manufacturing, cross functional teams,
quality systems and process management optimize portions of a
company’s existing operations while implementing ways to improve
upon them. Too often, however, the optimization of one task or subfunction is completed at the expense of another.
Although Alexander personally led the logistics organization of
his army and included it in strategic planning, this does not mean
logistics operated in a functional silo. Rather, much like today’s
advanced corporation, Alexander’s decision-making process
involved cross-functional information sharing.
Like Alexander the Great and his organization, a modern company
cannot be fully effective and productive if bits and pieces of its
infrastructure are managed by different people sharing disparate
philosophies and with no shared culture or central point of contact
and control. Effective logistics management processes today are
largely a function of having cross-functional, shared information
with a single point of control. In organizations where purchasing,
shipping, receiving, traffic, production planning, forecasting,
and customer service do not report to one person with an overall

responsibility for supply-chain management, opportunities for
creating increased cost and service efficiencies will fall through the
cracks.
In Conclusion
Alexander the Great was so named not because of his physical
stature, but because of his philosophies, strategic planning, and
accomplishments. His unification of much of the civilized world
made the later Hellenistic period possible and provided an example
for organizational excellence for millennia to follow.

The ProAction Group is the “Go-To” Operational Resource focused
on Private Equity/Portfolio companies. While most of our clients and
work is PE-based, we also provide the same services to private and
public companies that are committed to improving their businesses.
We identify opportunities, prepare strategies, and implement
operational improvements and recommendations to increase the
value of the business.
To find out more, visit www.theproactiongroup.com
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| What the Heck is the Metaverse?

Author: Insider94 Staff

The pandemic catapulted much of the workforce into virtual
meetings that we all know as Zoom & Microsoft Teams. It got us
used to the idea that meeting with each other through a screen
can be an effective way to conduct business. We also learned that
virtual meetings have its perks. Our wardrobe can be casual (albeit
more casual below the waste), our gas consumption drastically
reduced, and commuting time no longer a factor in our daily lives.
The post-pandemic world is continuing to usher in improvements
on the virtual experience. We’re increasingly hearing about the
metaverse, but many of us don’t know what it is or what it means.
Let’s break it down.
What Is the Metaverse?
In 99.99% of cases, provided the term is used correctly, you could
replace the word “metaverse” with “internet” and the sentence will
mean the same thing. Analyst and blogger Doug Thompson sums it
up best when he shares, “we’re using the term as a proxy for a sense
that everything is about to change.”
What about the internet is about to change?
To answer that question, let’s discuss 4 attributes
that best describe what to expect:
1.	 Spatial Computing
2.	 Game Engines
3.	 Virtual Environments
4.	Virtual Economies
Perhaps the best way to explain the metaverse is that it is the
next evolution of the internet that offers users a spatial, often
3D, game-engine-driven collection of virtual environments to
facilitate interaction with others.

Wealth Advisory

1. Spatial Computing

Assurance Advisory

Since the dawn of computers, the computer interface has evolved
in the way we interact with the computer. Each passing year the
interfaces have become easier, more intuitive, and more accessible.
Remember DOS? That was not so easy. Today, our phones and
connected devices offer an ease of use that feels like an extension
of our being.

Providing Next Level Transparency,
Advice and Clarity

xartisgroup.com

Noted engineer Clay Bavor, VP of Augmented Reality at Google,
shares:
“Over the past several decades, every time people made computers
work more like we do—every time we removed a layer of abstraction
between us and them—computers became more broadly accessible,
useful, and valuable to us. We, in turn, became more capable and
productive.”

The Path Forward
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As the next interface is evolving, we just don’t have a great name
for it yet. Names offered up such as augmented reality, virtual
reality, mixed reality, immersive computing, or whatever two-letter
acronym just have not landed yet in our popular zeitgeist.
INSIDER
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What these ideas share is that they involve the use of threedimensional space, which is how we all interact and behave in the
real world. We interact as three-dimensional beings.
The term “spatial computing” is becoming a commonly used way to
refer to these interfaces. Generally, you should also think of spatial
things as having the properties of moving around in space. In this
sense, though not controlled using a spatial interface, a video game
like Fortnite is spatial (you move around), whereas a Zoom call is
not.
2. Game Engines: Construction Tools to Build the Metaverse
Game engines may be one of the most consequential developments
of the next decade. A game engine is the software tool developers
use to build (and run) video games. In these software programs you
can upload 3D objects, apply rules for how those objects can move,
add sounds, etc.
In business, the term “video game” is also misleading, as it suggests
something recreational or non-serious. But as the world becomes
more digital, game engines are powering the computing interfaces
for all sorts of industries.
Many industries are already embracing a computing world that
feels like gaming. Industries like urban planning, architecture,
automotive engineering firms, live music and events, filmmaking,
etc. have all shifted a lot of their workflows/design processes to
include virtual environments.
The real innovation happening in this space is when graphics
will stop looking like “graphics.” The limit for how high game
resolution can be is falling away, and we’ll see photorealistic virtual
environments that look like real life. This means the cartoonish
aesthetic of much of today’s virtual demonstrations will morph to
an environment where real and virtual look the same.
For example, imagine what that means for something like Beyond
Sports, a Dutch company that uses a game platform and real-time
positional data taken from sports to render live events as they are
happening inside virtual reality. Then imagine an application where
continued on page 18
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continued from page 17

you are walking around inside a game live with your friends—and
now we’re approaching what we might be doing in the metaverse.
And here we can introduce the first part of a good definition of
what the term metaverse is pointing toward – a game engine driven
universe.
3. Virtual Environments
Now that we’ve introduced spatial computing and game engines,
let’s talk virtual environments.

A key takeaway – Just as most companies today have a website, at
some point most companies will have a 3D virtual environment of
some kind.

Virtual environments are the “places” we’ll be logging into in
tomorrow’s internet. They are also a tricky thing to define. In many
ways, Twitter is already a virtual environment where people meet
and exchange messages and information.

With spatial computing, game engines, and virtual environments
like these, we’re closing the gap between experiences you have
in real life (going to a concert, hanging out with friends, etc.) and
experiences mediated by a computer online.

The virtual environments that are spatial ones built in game engines
are most notable, think Pokémon Go as an example.

4. Virtual Economies

Another version would be traditional online or purely digital virtual
environments where you must sit down at a computer (or put on a
VR headset) to access.
Pokémon Go is a helpful example of AR in the real world. It’s a spatial
game, built using game platform, that overlays 3D characters on
the physical world.
In the future, it won’t just be games—the entire physical world will
be like a canvas we can paint with data.
To make this all happen, technology companies are scrambling
to build what’s referred to as the mirror world or AR (Augmented
Reality) cloud.
This is all another way of saying the internet is spilling out of our
phones and computers and merging with physical reality.

Upcoming Events

So, the metaverse won’t just be random cartoon game worlds built
by developers. It will also be digital replicas of very real spaces,
likely the whole planet, and mirror your real environment. It will
eventually come to include sitting in your backyard with family
members beamed in as avatars or putting on a VR headset to walk
around other cities in real time.

MBBI MN Summer Networking
July 19, 2022 5:00 PM
CRAVE Minneapolis, MN

23rd Annual MBBI Golf Outing
August 02, 2022 10:00 AM

Geneva National Resort & Golf Club, Lake Geneva, WI

INDIANA BASEBALL & NETWORKING
August 23, 2022 (EDT)
Indiana

As mentioned earlier, the game Fortnite is a great example of virtual
economies. It’s a game that doesn’t cost a penny to play, yet still
earned $9 billion in 2018 and 2019. How? They sell in-game stuff
for players to express themselves in a variety of ways including
virtual clothing, dance moves, and other items. In some ways the
metaverse is just a giant virtual fashion industry.
If that sounds silly or weird, just think about how someone carefully
plans what clothes to wear or what profile picture to use on
LinkedIn. We care about how we express ourselves in the world. If
we’re going to spend an increased portion of our time online, it’s
not so silly to expect people will want the items that present their
best selves as an extension of themselves in the virtual world. Just
as a woman buys a name brand, luxury handbag – she’ll want the
virtual expression of herself to show the same handbag. This is a
licensing opportunity for brands to be able to control their use in

Illinois Manufacturing Event
August 24, 2022 2:00 PM

Impact Field & Rivers Stadium Club, Rosemont IL

Top Golf Fishers, Fishers, IN

Knocking Down Deals in 2022
September 13, 2022 2:30 PM
Waukesha Gun Club, Waukesha, WI

MBBI Speaker Event
September 20, 2022

the metaverse.

ton of investment buzz and dollars.

So where do NFTs fit into all of this? Among other uses, NFTs offer
the infrastructure to let people take custody of this virtual stuff.

Metaverse or no metaverse, NFTs mean the internet becomes a
place where everyone has an inventory. Earlier we mentioned the
metaverse is an interconnected collection of experiences, and if
that’s the case, you might want to carry your single identity, history,
and inventory of assets around with you. If that sounds familiar it’s
basically giving users back their own cookies and personal data
from big companies.

The first thing to note is that NFTs run on blockchains. A blockchain
is really just a fancy Excel spreadsheet that keeps track of who
owns what (like what a bank does to keep track of who owns what
money). Today, we rely on centralized authorities like banks to keep
track of how much money is in which accounts as cash is shuffled
between people and businesses. The idea behind a blockchain is
that everyone just gets a copy of the same spreadsheet, and the
big deal/breakthrough is that through complicated cryptography
(which is where the “crypto” in cryptocurrency comes from) all those
spreadsheets communicate and agree about which transactions
are legitimate.

To be clear, NFT is not yet a universally agreed upon idea. Fortnite
and plenty of other platforms have been doing just fine without
NFTs. But one reason NFT/crypto is one of the noisiest places on
the internet is because it’s fast-paced, novel, and supported by a
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MBBI IN Networking Par Tee
September 01, 2022 5:30 PM (EDT)

Visit www.mbbi.org for
more information.

NFT stands for non-fungible token. The key word is ‘fungible’ which
just means you can exchange something for an equivalent version,
and it will be equally valuable (bitcoin is fungible because it doesn’t
matter which bitcoin you have— they are all equally valuable).
Non-fungible is the opposite: each item is unique. Therefore, we’re
seeing a lot of digital art being bought and sold using NFTs. NFTs
use blockchains to determine who owns what.
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Bernstein Private Wealth Management, Chicago, IL

Hyatt Lodge Oak Brook, Oak Brook IL

No more needing central trusted authorities. No way to hack,
change, or mess around with what the spreadsheet says.

INSIDER

Positioning your Portfolio - What to Expect in Our
Current Market Environment
September 01, 2022 12:00 PM

So, what? How does any of this meaningfully improve anything
about the world, or even the internet? How is any of this better than
what we have today?
What the metaverse enables, through dimensional space, is a way
to replicate some but not all natural human behaviors, which you
can’t replicate in existing online spaces such as Microsoft Teams or
Zoom.
Additionally, the metaverse might grow to become a more intuitive
internet. Just like spatial computing interfaces are easier to use,
websites may become like walking into physical stores, something
our brains and bodies might better understand and of infinite
possibilities to retailers.
No matter what, we won’t replace real-world experiences, nor
should we want to. We also won’t stop using today’s platforms, like
videoconferencing. The metaverse is just the evolutionary next
stage of the internet and offers a new suite of communication tools
that will be more helpful for some things and less for others.

INSIDER
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Should you take out a business loan to deal
with ongoing inflation?

Author: Matt Tilton, President of Commercial Lending at Centrust Bank

Inflation affects both consumers and businesses across the board.
It is also important to note that manufacturers and sellers are likely
to pass on the rising costs to consumers through higher retail
prices.
Businesses can only cope with the effect of rising prices and spikes
in operating costs by having cash on hand. However, even these
solutions can tide them over only for a time. Beyond which, they
will need additional capital support.
This is where business loans come in. While they can provide
immediate financing and help businesses stay operational, there are
certain caveats to consider as well – especially for small businesses.
It might seem like these issues have been caused by the fallout
of the pandemic and global tensions, but over the last couple of
years, business owners have had to contend with consistently
rising prices of goods and raw materials, as the market had been
plagued by shortages. Some industries and businesses have been
disproportionately impacted by this due to their over-dependence
on imported materials. Inflation, and its consequences, can have
various effects on the operations of a business.
At Centrust Bank we are very close to our clients, and through our
discussions, the challenges vary at different times, but usually
manifest as:
Increased business expenses – As the prices of raw materials
increase, so do production and operation costs.
Reduced demand and sales – When costs go up, non-essential
goods and services take a hit – which means lower sales for
many businesses.
Cash flow issues – As demand dries up and order pipelines dry
up, businesses – especially small ones – are likely to experience
cash flow issues and even struggle to keep operating.
Lower profit margins – Overall, these factors result in lower
turnover and profit margins for business owners. It really
impacts the overall health and viability for businesses.
The ability to deal with the ebbs and flows of business with cash on
hand is essential. A loan can help fund operations, ease the cash
flow burdens, and deal with emergency expenses (because we
know there have been lots of emergencies in the last few years).
Businesses can also use the funds to buy up inventory and make sure
they are not caught off guard with a shortage of raw materials and
finished products. Stocking up in advance can help mitigate rising
costs. Funds can also be used to expand a businesses’ customer
base. A larger base could mean that even reduced demand will not
result in a complete halt in sales. Funds could help with marketing,
outreach and perhaps even expand to another location!
Another way funds could help is investing in technology solutions
that help ultimately lower costs and improve the customer
experience. We have worked with several clients that used to have
manufacturing overseas, and are working to buy equipment so they
can perform what is needed state-side and in-house.
These are all great ways to use proceeds from a business loan.
2 0 | I n s i de r9 4

Factors to consider before a business decides to take out a loan
to address inflation concerns
The first consideration is – Are you eligible for a loan? Lenders
have various criteria when it comes to approving business loans.
It is important that you deal with a knowledgeable banker who
can see the big picture of your business and advise you on your
eligibility for various loan programs and the fit for your business.
Failed applications can adversely impact your credit score, so
wisely choose a banking partner that will find a way to work with
you and say yes.
Secondly, is to decide if the proceeds from a loan will tide you
over. Inflation is cyclical – so the chance is that your company’s
finances will recover over time. But you need to consider the
payback timelines. If the issue is truly inflation, a business loan
may be the answer. However, if the issues run deeper, a loan may
not be the answer. A good banking partner, who has the benefit of
benchmarking lots of businesses, may be able to help you figure
this out.
Lastly, should you consider refinancing or a top-up loan an option?
If you have an existing business loan, you can choose refinancing
as an option instead of taking an additional loan. Some lenders will
also let you take a top-up loan to cover any unexpected expenses
on top of your existing loan.
Always surround yourself with good advisors. Businesses should
pull their banker close and keep them informed of changes in
the business. Businesses have had to be very creative navigating
change in the last several years. Bankers have also had to be
creative. Communicate with your banker in good times and in bad.
Let them help you and advise you as part of a team; you should
always be cultivating a relationship of good counsel.
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| Inside Track

Q&A with Centrust Bank CEO, Gerard Buccino

Rising Interest Rates and
What It Means for Businesses

We are all feeling the pinch of inflation in our pocketbooks at the
grocery store, gas station and everywhere. We are also experiencing
rapid interest rate increases.
The Federal Reserve’s mission is to keep the U.S. economy
humming — not too hot, not too cold, but just right. When the
economy booms and “runs hot,” distortions like inflation and asset
bubbles can get out of hand, threatening economic stability. That’s
when the Fed steps in and raises interest rates, which helps cool
down the economy and keep growth on track. During the pandemic,
businesses got a lot of help from the Fed, but with interest rates
rising – what does it all mean?
Rising interest rates can mean higher returns on savings. That’s
the good news: Rising interest rates mean that the money you’ve
deposited is now eligible for higher returns. The bad news is, the
level to which those rates rise is left somewhat to the discretion
of individual financial institutions. So, while you may see a higher
return, there’s no guarantee you’ll see the highest possible rate out
there.
Deposit management services can provide significant value. As a
bank, we can spread your business’s extra cash around to a network
of other banks to get the best possible return. It’s a valuable
addition to your overall cash management strategy, particularly
when rates start to rise.
We asked Gerard Buccino, CEO of Centrust Bank some key
questions:
Do the rising interest rates mean higher debt payments?
Yes, If you have fixed-rate loans for your business, you’re in the
clear and resting easier. However, if your loans have variable rates,
the rising interest rate environment could lead to higher monthly
payments. That not only increases your overall expenses, but it also
poses a threat to your cash flow, which is critical for maintaining
day-to-day operations.
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If you are in a situation with a variable loan, have a conversation
with your bank or lender to determine if there’s any flexibility in
your rate increase. If you’re not able to fix the rate for a given
period of time, there’s a chance you may be able to secure a smaller
increase, at least in the short term.
How do the rate increases impact a company’s ability to grow?
If your business has big plans for growth, you may want to consider
the impact rising interest rates will have on how much that growth
will cost. If you will need loans to purchase a building or make
another significant investment in your business, those loans will
come with a higher interest rate, costing you more money over
time. Those costs have a trickle-down effect, playing a role in
determining your cash flow needs and other budgetary concerns.
That said, rising interest rates shouldn’t necessarily postpone your
plans for growth. In fact, higher rates are an indicator of overall
economic strength. And in a strong economy, businesses generally
do well.
Anything else you advise business owners with the current interest
rate environment?
Rising interest rates can make short-term investment strategies
more attractive.
Now is the time to explore the impact short-term investment
strategies could have on your business. When interest rates are
dropping, longer-term investment opportunities are sometimes
more appealing as you can lock in rates before they drop. When
rates are rising, however, short-term investment strategies
become much more appealing as shorter commitments can offer
the flexibility to take advantage of the higher rates as they rise.
Investments such as certificates of deposit (CDs), interest-bearing
checking accounts and high-yield business savings accounts are
good examples of these short-term investments.
Disclaimer: We want to add on behalf of Centrust Bank that the information
provided here is not investment, tax or financial advice. You should always
consult with a licensed professional for advice concerning your specific
situation.

Disclaimer: Information provided here is not investment, tax or financial
advice. You should always consult with a licensed professional for advice
concerning your specific situation.
Centrust Bank offers a full range of financial products and lending
capabilities you need to succeed. Our commercial bankers offer the
expertise to help you make the right decision for your business and
your situation. Visit CentrustBank.com to learn more.
INSIDER
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5 Overlooked Insights
for Improving Company
Per formance

Author: Jim Connolly, IndustryLeadingResults.com

Did you ever hear about the mysterious success of the Oakland A’s
beginning in 2002? The true story was made famous in the book
and the 2011 movie “Moneyball.”
Here’s the one sentence version. In 2002, the Oakland A’s, with a
payroll 1/3 the size of other teams, outperformed most other major
league baseball teams. And, they continued to do so for the next
several years.
What does this story have to do with your company’s performance?
Stay tuned.
So, how did the Oakland A’s achieve those results? The A’s
“discovered” baseball statistics that were far more predictive of
winning baseball games than batting average and RBI’s.
“Discovered”
You might be wondering why “discovered” is in quotes?
It turns out that these “new” stats were not new at all. In fact, they
had been published and available to every major league baseball
team every year for more than 15 years.
The Oakland A’s “discovered” these insights while other teams
overlooked them. The A’s then applied these insights to how they
selected and managed players. In the process, The Oakland A’s
built a competitive advantage that left other teams in the dust
wondering what happened?

What About Your Company? What
overlooked opportunities, like those
the Oakland A’s “discovered,” does
your company have to improve
organizational performance and
achieve record-setting results?
“We Don’t Have Time”
When the economy is performing
well, I often hear company leaders
say, “Things are going well and
we’re making money. We don’t have time to improve company
performance.”
I get it. I’d probably say the same thing if I were in your shoes…until
I realized…
When things are going well, the water rises for all boats. When things
get challenging, those companies with competitive advantages
(think Oakland A’s) outperform their competitors, sometimes for
many years in a row.
Your Company’s Record-Setting Results?
Record setting results provide competitive advantages such as
premium pricing, lower costs, market awareness, customer loyalty
and the chance to build lasting competitive advantages.
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Even if things are going well at your company now, what is the one
area of your company that could be or should be delivering better
operational and financial results?
What challenges is that area of your company facing?
• Hiring mistakes
• Undesired employee turnover
• Can’t find right people
• Under-performing teams – sales teams, project teams,
leadership teams
• Individual leader performance issues
• Resistance to organizational change efforts (even at the
leadership level) that are necessary to move the company
forward
• Building a culture focused on achieving record-setting and
industry-leading results
Reasonable Excuses
Now, since I know how the brain works, your brain will soon start
to think of all the reasons why “now is not the right time,” such as:
“We’re just too busy right now to work
on improving our performance.”
“Those results might be possible, but not for us.”
“We brought in some training to improve results
and it didn’t work.”
“We don’t have that in the budget.”
“I don’t have the energy for a huge change effort.”
“I don’t want to screw up “good” in order to
take a chance on “great.”

These “reasonable” excuses come from the part of the brain
designed to conserve energy, resist change and keep us safe. They
are reasonable, however…
Cost of Doing Nothing
These excuses are reasonable except when stacked up against the
costs of doing nothing:
• What happens when one of your “C” player sales people goes
up against a competitor’s “A” player sales person?
• What does a hiring mistake cost your company? Go ahead,
Google it. The average cost for a hiring mistake is, on average,
100% of the employee’s total annual compensation – the cost
is much higher if you lose an “A” player.
• What if a competitor innovates (think Oakland A’s, Amazon,
Uber, etc.) and leaves your company behind?
In short, every one of the challenges listed above costs your
company hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars – every year.
Lasting Competitive Advantage
Now is your chance to improve competitive advantage and then,
eventually, build lasting competitive advantage.
Jerry Rice said it best; “Today I will do what others won’t, so
tomorrow I can accomplish what others can’t.”
Jim Connolly is Founder & CEO of IndustryLeadingResults.com. ILR helps
companies systematically apply principles of human behavior to improve
operational performance and financial results. Jim has completed more
than 2,000 behavioral interviews for his clients.
Whether it’s a company-wide issue or working with a specific department
or team, we know how human behavior works so we know how to improve
organizational performance and financial results.
Learn more at www.industryleadingresults.com

Want to Start or Grow Your Business?

Here are 5 insights your company can apply to achieve record setting results:

SBA loans offer greater flexibility in terms of required borrower equity investment,
inclusion of funds for working capital, length of time of repayment and other
factors designed to enhance the opportunity for success of the small business.

1. The top 10% of sales people in your industry sell twice as much as average sales people in your industry
• What is the make-up of your sales team and how could you hire or build more top performing sales people?
2. “A” player employees produce 4 times more of a financial return on investment to your company than “C” players.
• How are your “A Players” different than your “C Players?” How can you hire or build more “A Players?”
3. “C” players look and behave like “A” players during the interview process – making it more likely you’ll hire “C” players.
• What questions should you have asked in the interview process in the past that would have revealed a “C player?”
• What characteristics do “A Players” have that “C Players” don’t have at your company?
• What questions will reveal the differences during future candidate interviews?

D
E
V

4. While every employee is unique, employee performance issues are not unique to each employee. Human behavior is highly
predictable.
• How can you leverage this principle to predict and improve your company’s employee, team and organizational performance?
5. Culture is defined as the way a company habitually operates. Out of all the measures proposed to improve the culture of a
company, there are only 5 culture metrics that actually improve company financial performance (4%-17%).
• Do your salespeople habitually call on companies that are not your ideal customers? Why is that?
• Are your leaders habitually conflict-avoidant or habitually effective at having the tough conversations that improve employee
and team performance?
• Which organizational habits improve your company’s performance?
• Which organizational habits, if they were more clearly spelled out, would improve every employee’s performance?
INSIDER
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Get Qualiﬁed Today in
Less Than 5 Minutes

www.sbaquickloan.com
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Your Summer Reading List
Made Easy

w w w. i ns i d e r 9 4 .c o m

6.	 “Start With Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to
Take Action” by Simon Sinek

3. “How to Win Friends and Influence People”
by Dale Carnegie
This 1936 psychology book
has become a business staple,
necessary in understanding how
to lead or manage a team. With
principles on how to get people to
like you, win people to your way
of thinking, and change people
without making them hate you,
this popular book has sold over 15
million copies.

Simon
Sinek
is
an
inspirational speaker whose
book encourages leaders to
articulate why their business
exists, their idea is great, and
their movement is necessary.
When people lead with “why,”
it is easier to lead and inspire.

Author: Insider94 Staff

The pandemic upended many lives, but it didn’t kill the entrepreneurial dream. A record number of people launched
new startups last year and that momentum hasn’t faded in 2022.
More than 5 million new business applications were filed last year, according to the U.S. Census Bureau — that’s up
from the 4.4 million filed in 2020. Many of these businesses are sole proprietorships or single entrepreneurs without
employees.
These new entrepreneurs are tapping into the power of the internet, and the wisdom of great business books.
Business books can introduce readers to psychological business concepts to make them better leaders, personal
anecdotes to avoid repeating mistakes, or self-help tips to improve their productivity.
We turned to Goodreads, the world’s largest platform to rate and review books, to rank readers’ favorite business books.

Here are the top 10 business books, according to Goodreads reviewers.
10. “Rich Dad, Poor Dad” by Robert T. Kiyoskai

8.	 “The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make
a Big Difference” by Malcolm Gladwell

Robert T. Kiyosaki is a millionaire
businessman who grew up with
two dads — his own, and his best
friend’s father, his “rich dad.” In this
business and finance book, Kiyosaki
explains how his two dads shaped
his view of money and investing and
gives the readers advice on how to
invest and grow your money.

9. “The Hard Thing About
Hard Things: Building a
Business When There Are
No Easy Answers”
by Ben Horowitz
Filled with personal anecdotes
and advice “The Hard Thing
About Hard Things” analyzes
some of the most challenging
issues entrepreneurs may face
while building a business such
as firing a friend, managing bad
employees, deciding whether or
not to sell your company, and
managing your own mind as a
leader.

With over 735,000 ratings, “The
Tipping Point” is a business
favorite of Goodreads members,
helping readers understand
when a good idea crosses
the threshold to becoming a
business or a product. Beloved
for Malcolm Gladwell’s concise
and digestible writing style, this
book uses sociology to analyze
the personality types of business
leaders, indicators that past
trends would become massive,
and interviews with great
business leaders to find the traits
of the next great idea.

5.	 “The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People: Powerful
Lessons in Personal Change”
by Stephen R. Covey
“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People” is a self-help book that uses
seven principles to help readers
streamline their personal and
professional lives toward success.
Inspirational and practical, these
habits use psychological reasoning
to determine our goals, focus
on reaching them, and maintain
positive thinking throughout the
process.
4. “The 4-Hour Workweek” by Timothy Ferriss

7.	“Rework”
by Jason Fried and David
Heinemeier Hansson

Based on a series of lectures
given at Princeton University
on entrepreneurship, Timothy
Ferriss’ business book is
essentially about how to lifehack your business and when it
is the appropriate time to make
these moves, from outsourcing
certain tasks to implementing
new management principles. He
also encourages entrepreneurs
to break out of the 9-5 mold
in order to become more wellrounded individuals.

“Rework” strives to be different
from any other business book on
the market by taking traditional
business advice and analyzing
how to work smarter for faster
results. It approaches standard
business principles from a new
angle, highlighting the typical
challenges and helping readers
stay one step ahead.

INSIDER
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2. “The Lean Startup: How
Today’s Entrepreneurs
Use Continuous Innovation
to Create Radically
Successful Businesses”
by Eric Ries

94

Written to help more budding
entrepreneurs create successful
start-ups, “The Lean Startup”
introduces a clear and dynamic
approach for businesses to test,
analyze, and continually adapt
their vision and goals rather
than fail by sticking to an original
business plan. The books is both
inspirational and validating for
readers and demonstrates why conventional business plans can
cause start-ups to fail and then offers advice and wisdom that can
be applied to nearly any new business.
1.	 “Zero to One: Notes on
Startups, or How to Build the
Future” by Peter Thiel
Peter Thiel is a celebrated
billionaire
investor
and
entrepreneur, a co-founder of
PayPal and Founders Fund. In
“Zero to One,” he aims to help
readers find unique opportunities
for progress in an already
advanced business space. Thiel
incorporates his optimistic view
of future entrepreneurs’ ideas.
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Insider94 Communications
617 E Park Avenue
Libertyville, IL 60048

Our People Make the Difference
At Centrust Bank we offer the full range of financial products and lending capabilities you need to succeed.
Our Commercial Bankers offer the expertise to help you make the right decision for the needs of your business and your situation.

Our Financing Options
Comprehensive Lending, Deposit,
and Personalized Services

Exceptional
Inquiry-to-Close Speed

Beyond the traditional products and services
of large banking institutions, our single-location
size ensures you receive customized and
personalized attention.

As a nimble lending team, we move quickly and
provide loan decisions in days (not decades).

•
•
•
•

Commercial Term Loans
Commercial Lines of Credit
Asset-based and cash-flow lending
Longer term amortizations with
as little as 10% equity down
• Working Capital Lines
• Equipment Loans
• Business Acquisition Loans
• Business Expansion

Top 10 SBA Lender in Illinois

CENTRUST BANK
www.centrustbank.com

INSIDER
Contact
Us
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